16. In America it is ______ that a student's daily life is as important as his learning experience.
   (A) presumed  (B) resumed  (C) assumed  (D) consumed

17. My father bought the house on an ____ (一時衝動). And he's regreting now.
   (A) impulse  (B) incompactable  (C) impotent  (D) aptitude

18. ______ is the practice or belief in rule(支配、統治) by a select or favored group.
   (A) Emerald  (B) Elitism  (C) Demography  (D) Selection

19. She’s a born actress. She has acting ______, but she needs training.
   (A) potential  (B) power  (C) submarine  (D) unobtrusiveness

20. Knowing the boss is a cheater, we discouraged him ____ giving up the job.
   (A) with  (B) for  (C) by  (D) from

21. The _____ judge gave the young offender (違法者) a light sentence (判決).
   (A) relentless  (B) generable  (C) compassionate  (D) graceless

22. Some bubbles of atmospheric (大気中の) gases were ______ within the Antarctic (南極的) ice.
   (A) swallowed  (B) gripped  (C) trapped  (D) masked

23. The Dutch recaptured their lost ______ of New Jersey, but ceded it back to Britain in 1674.
   (A) territory  (B) predominance  (C) land mass  (D) terrorist

24. This work requires a professional to accomplish. It's an ______.
   (A) emaciation  (B) expiation  (C) employ  (D) expertise

25. Electric lights have ____ candles.
   (A) replaced  (B) represented  (C) placed  (D) presented

26. Detective novels used to hold a special ______ for me. I loved them so much! I even stealthily read them in the class.
   (A) attraction  (B) attribute  (C) distraction  (D) abolishment

27. Children should be carefully ______ from harmful experiences. That's why some researchers advise children against violent TV programs.
   (A) insulated  (B) grown  (C) reserved  (D) saved

28. She felt the ____ of accepting the invitation. She must seize this opportunity to show her love to him.
   (A) obligation  (B) necessity  (C) perpetuation  (D) nonsense

29. Your prices are pretty ____ . It's way too expensive.
   (A) regained  (B) strict  (C) slipped  (D) steep
30. They set a system in wrong directions, and that makes driving this car just like _____ a supertanker (超大型油輪).
(a)steering  (b)steeling  (C) staring  (D) stealing